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DISCLAIMER STATEMEMENT
The sole purpose of this Introductory document (“Document”) is to provide information on Helium One Global Ltd and its subsidiary companies (“Helium One” or “the Company”). This document is strictly private and confidential
and is intended solely for the information of the recipient. It is not an invitation for public subscription and should not be reproduced or circulated or used for any purpose. This document is made available to you strictly on the basis
that the information contained within this Document constitutes Confidential Information, and accordingly this document, and all confidential information provided, are returnable to Helium One.
Notice is given that:
1. The information relating to the Company contained herein has been provided by the Directors.
2. Canaccord Genuity Limited (“Canaccord Genuity”) is acting as joint broker to the Company and in the provision of corporate finance to the Company, within the meaning of the Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business
Sourcebook (“COBS”), and no one else in connection with the proposals contained in this Presentation. Accordingly, recipients should note that Canaccord Genuity is neither advising nor treating as a client any other person and
will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of Canaccord Genuity under the COBS nor for providing advice in relation to the proposals contained in this
Presentation.
3. In no circumstances will the Directors, the Company, nor Canaccord Genuity, or any of their respective, affiliates, representatives, partners, directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents (collectively “the Relevant Parties”) be
responsible for any of the information in this Document, including the forecasts and details on the market. These are supplied as a guide only and do not purport to contain all the information that an interested party may
require. By accepting this Document, the recipient acknowledges that it will be solely responsible for making its own investigations, including the costs and expenses incurred, and forming its own view as to the condition and
prospects of the Company and the accuracy and completeness of the statements contained herein.
4. This Document includes certain statements, estimates and projections provided by the Company with respect to its anticipated future performance. Such statements, estimates and projections reflect various assumptions
concerning anticipated results and are subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are or may be beyond the control of the Company. Accordingly, there can be no
assurance that such statements, estimates and projections will be realised. The actual results may vary from those projected, and those variations may be material. No representations are or will be made by any party as to the
accuracy or completeness of such statements, estimates and projections or that any projection will be achieved.
5. None of the Relevant Parties has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to the business or prospects of the Company and makes no such representation or warranty.
6. The information contained herein and any further information (whether written, electronic or oral) relating to the Company supplied by any of the Relevant Parties is, and will be, supplied on the condition that none of the
Relevant Parties or any other person whatsoever is liable for any error, omission, or inaccuracy therein nor for any loss or damage sustained by an investor of the business placing reliance on such information, including any error
or omission or inaccuracy resulting from any negligent act or omission of any of the Relevant Parties or any other person. No party accepts any responsibility or gives any undertaking to provide further information, including any
information required to correct any earlier inaccuracy or error.
7. The information contained herein does not, and will not, form any part of a contract or offer for sale or to invest. Furthermore, it does not constitute an offer capable of acceptance and no binding commitment may be entered
into on the basis of the information contained herein.
8. None of the Relevant Parties undertake to accept any proposal and they reserve the right to accept or reject any proposal for any reason. They reserve the right to negotiate with one or more potential parties at any time and to
enter into a definitive agreement for a transaction involving the Company without prior notice to the recipient of this Document or other potential investors. They also reserve the right to terminate, at any time, further
participation in the investigation and proposed process by any party, to modify any of the rules or procedures set forth herein or any other procedures without prior notice or assigning any reason therefore or to terminate the
process contemplated hereby. They reserve the right to take any action, whether in or out of the conduct of the Company’s businesses, or the process contemplated by this Document.
9. Neither the receipt of this Document nor any information (whether written, electronic or oral) made available in connection with the proposed investment in the Company constitutes, or is to be taken as constituting, the giving
of investment advice by any of the Relevant Parties.
10. This communication is directed only at persons who are persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments or are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (“high net worth companies, unincorporated
associations, etc”) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This communication must not be acted on or relied on by
persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this communication relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. Each recipient of this
communication (“Recipient”) represents and warrants that he or it is a relevant person and agrees to inform himself or itself about and observe all applicable legal requirements in the UK and/or in the jurisdiction(s) in which he
or it is situated. Any Recipient who is not a relevant person should return this document to the Company and should not act upon it.
11. This Document should not be considered as a recommendation by any of the Relevant Parties to invest in the Company, and recipients interested in investing in the Company are recommended to seek their own independent
financial, legal and other advice from persons authorised and specialising, as necessary, in investments of the kind in question. Recipients should be aware that any investment activity may expose them to a risk of losing the
property invested.
12. Recipients of this Document in jurisdictions outside the UK should inform themselves about and observe all applicable legal requirements in their jurisdictions. In particular, the distribution of this Document in certain
jurisdictions may be restricted by law and, accordingly, recipients represent that they are able to receive this Document without contravention of any unfulfilled registration requirements or other legal restrictions in the
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jurisdiction in which they reside or conduct business.

HELIUM ONE
A Globally Significant Asset To Resolve A Supply Constrained Market

• Helium: finite and irreplaceable element, crucial for high-value
digital, medical and industrial applications

• 4,512km2 licence area, 100% owned, with high-grade surface

Capital Structure
Cash
Shares

£10m

AIM:HE1
Market Cap

614,098,925

Options

£45m
56,054,090

seeps up to 10.6%He

• De-risked Rukwa basin with:
• Good to excellent quality reservoir units

• Quality sealing units, especially at Top Karoo level
• Multiple prospective intervals from basement to near

Helium One share price and volume since listing

surface

• High levels of charge within working helium system
Deep
Drilling

• Clean, sustainable source not associated with hydrocarbons

• Near term catalysts from Phase 2 exploration with drilling
activity through 2022

Shallow
Drilling

2D Seismic

ERT Survey

Near term catalysts for share price growth
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WHY HELIUM
An Irreplaceable Technology Commodity in Supply Crisis

• Broad range of high-value
end uses

• Cannot be substituted
• Difficult to recycle
• Key growth sectors
• High-tech
Manufacturing

• Healthcare
• Computing
• Demand expected to grow
from 6Bcf to 8.5-10Bcf by
2030
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HELIUM SHORTAGE
Supply Shortage – Rising Prices

o
o
o
o
o

Closure of US Federal Reserve has triggered a supply shock
Inelastic byproduct supply from hydrocarbon production cannot meet growing demand
Price increase from $225/Mcf to $375/Mcf bulk landed China
Long term structural deficit associated with the transition to green economy
New primary helium projects are required to meet demand growth

Source: Hannam & Partners Research
Source: Edison research, Helium One
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A CLEAN AND SUSTAINABLE SOURCE
Primary Helium Not Associated With Hydrocarbon

• Most current helium production is as a low-grade
byproduct of fossil fuel production

1,000 litres of helium from Qatar North Field requires
the production of 2,500,000 litres of hydrocarbon.
This is not sustainable.

• As we transition towards a green economy,
production of hydrocarbon will reduce

Helium critical to
next-gen
technologies
Long term training
and employment
opportunities

• Existing production will decline and not be replaced
• Helium One focusses on primary helium associated
with Nitrogen carrier gas

Helium One can produce carbon-neutral helium

• Helium One is working to bring long term
opportunities to the Songwe Region

Helium sourced
with minimal
environmental
impact

Multi-generational
economic growth
based on
development with
>100 year life

Helium without
associated
hydrocarbon
dependency
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OUR HELIUM ASSETS
Targeting a Global Scale Helium Province

•
•
•
•
•

100%-ownership 4,512km2
3 Project areas
Unrisked Prospective
Recoverable Helium Resource
(2U/P50) of 138Bcf
Surface helium
concentrations of up to
10.6%
Simple logistics via Tanzam
Highway to port Dar es
Salaam
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Unique Geology
Rukwa in the ‘Goldilocks’ zone for helium generation, migration, and trapping

A HELIUM GENERATION IN MINERALS

Radiogenic alpha decay of uranium and thorium within
ancient crust emits a helium (4He) nuclei, forming an
abundant volume of stored helium over geological time.
B RIFTING OF EARTH’S CRUST

E
D
C
B

A

Due to a mantle plume underneath East Africa, crust under
Rukwa is ripping apart. The rifting and associated magmatism
provides the thermal mechanism to mobilise deep fluid
circulation, focusing flow to the near surface along major
basement faults.

“The
helium-nitrogen
gas
occurrence at Ivuna, associated
with hot saline water, is a strong
indicator that the helium is
derived from the Precambrian
basement. The likely migration
pathway is via one of the SE-NW
trending faults that cut through
both the sedimentary and the
crystalline basement in this part
of the basin.”

C NATURAL FRACTURES

Prof. C Ballentine, Dr. P Barry
Oxford University

E HELIUM THERMAL SPRINGS – RUKWA BASIN

Rock fracturing provides a mechanism for release of
helium-rich water from the deep crust.
D RESERVOIR, TRAP AND SEAL

The sedimentary rift basin contains the essential components
of the helium system. Seismic and well data have provided
detailed information on subsurface structures and strata.
Numerous thermal springs release bubbles of helium and
nitrogen. These active helium surface seepages indicate a
prolific system, and demonstrate migration along major
fault zones.
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Rukwa Rift Basin: Pre-IPO

Extensive Historic Database to Define a Globally Significant Resource

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

1960s helium seeps first identified by T.C.
James (4.2% helium, 87.5% nitrogen, trace
HCs and CO2)
1986 1,100 line km 2D seismic acquired by
Amoco
1987 Ivuna-1 and Galula-1 HC wells drilled
by Amoco. Both P&A
2015 Helium One Global founded.
2016 University of Oxford Macroseep and
soil gas sampling commenced in the Rukwa
Rift Basin
2016/17 Airborne Gravity Gradiometry
(AGG) and magnetic surveys carried out
over Rukwa and Balangida
2018 Reprocessed Amoco 2D seismic
2019 A total of 25 mapped leads and
prospects to define an unrisked recoverable
helium resource of 138 bcf (P50)
2020 Listed on AIM with ticker HE1
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Rukwa Rift Basin: Phase 1
Rapid Exploration to Efficiently De-Risk the Basin
2021
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Feb - April completed 200 line km
2D seismic campaign
May data processed by Earth Signal
and interpreted in-house
June new prospectivity defined with
drill target at Tai
Mobilisation of slimhole drill rig
12th June spud Tai-1
July Identification of shallow helium
shows in Lake Bed Formation and
Red Sandstone Formation
August Thick seal and five helium
shows in Karoo Formation However unable to test main Karoo
reservoir
17th August spud second well Tai-2
End Phase 1 exploration/drilling

•

September Plan for Phase 2
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Slimhole Vs Conventional Drilling
Choosing the Right Tool to Explore High-Quality Reservoir
• Slimhole drilling is an effective and low cost exploration tool in well-consolidated, medium-porosity,
reservoir - which was the anticipated strata based on historic drill data
• Tai-1 identified a unconsolidated, high-porosity, reservoir which is unduly affected by slimhole drilling

• Slimhole drilling caused excess formation damage due to high mud-pressure across the bit resulting in loss
of borehole integrity as well as flooding of reservoir and masking of pay-zone identifiers

Purpose of Mud

Mud Out
Mud in
Mud Out

Mud Out

Mud in

Conventional Drilling

Mud Out

• Helium One will mobilise a conventional drilling rig to continue exploration in 2022

Slimhole Drilling

Low pressure in
annulus

Carries cuttings to
surface for analysis

High pressure in
annulus

Limited mud invasion
into formation

Mud weight controls
gas outbursts

Excessive mud invasion
into formation

Good borehole
integrity

Cleans & cools drill bit

Frequent washouts

Helium gas
carried into well

Helium gas
pushed back
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Phase 1 Drilling
De-Risking The Rukwa Basin

• Provided ‘Proof of Concept’ to de-risk the basin
• Generated new play types for follow on investigation
Before

Risk After

Charge /
Migration

Helium seen at surface in seeps at
Ivuna / Itumbula

Proven charge and migration away from known helium
seeps

Reservoir

Assumed consolidated Karoo with
medium porosity

Unconsolidated good to excellent Karoo reservoir
Rock cuttings available for further analysis

Seal

Seal presence was biggest risk

Good quality seal 130m thick seen at the Top Karoo
Thinner but effective seals seen at multiple levels

Trap

Structural closures identified on 2D
Seismic

Helium shows at multiple levels from near surface to
basement

Working Helium
Gas System

No proof of helium in the
subsurface

Indications of free gas at Lake Bed and Red Sandstone
levels, Karoo Formation remain untested

Risk
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Helium Plays in the Rukwa Rift Basin
Multiple Prospective Horizons, Untested and New Plays

A

A

Intra Lake Bed Play - NEW
• Drilled Tai-1 and Tai-2
• 2.2% He @ 70m in Tai-1, strong indicator of free gas
• Tai-2 demonstrates siliciclastic lateral and vertical seal
• Potential for widespread shallow accumulations

B

Base Lake Bed Play
• Untested – Tai-1 sub-optimal at Base Lake Bed level

C

Red Sandstone Play - NEW
• Drilled Tai-1
• Helium shows >1,000x above background
• Indications of gas visually identified as bubbles in drilling
mud at surface

D

Karoo Pinchout Play
• Untested – Located on basin margin (not shown)

E

Karoo Structural Play
• Drilled Tai-1A
• 130m thick seal at Top Karoo
• 5x helium shows in multiple sandstone intervals in both
the Upper and Lower Karoo
• Potential for larger volumes in deeper closures

F

Fractured Basement Play
• Untested

B

C
E

F

Tai-1/-1A Helium Show

Migration Pathway
Schematic section through Tai prospect and potential migration pathways
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Phase 2 Exploration – ‘Deep’ Targets
Larger Volume Accumulations on Known Structural Highs

‘Deep’ Targets

• Focus on Karoo Structural Play beneath well
developed Top Karoo claystone seals

• Top Karoo claystone mappable on modern infill
seismic

• 2D Seismic across northern extensions of known
structural highs that act as a focus for helium
charge:- Q4 2021

Tai-1

• Potential for 4-way closures and faulted 3-way
dip closures with larger volume accumulations

• Additional seismic planned for elsewhere in

Itumbula
Seeps

Rukwa as well as Eyasi and Balangida:- Q2/Q3
2022

• Target drilling with conventional rig:- Q3/Q4

2D seismic AOIs cover northern extensions of known helium bearing structural highs

2022
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Phase 2 Exploration – ‘Shallow’ Targets
Low-Cost Exploration and Development Opportunity

‘Shallow’ Targets

• Focus on Intra Lake Bed and Base Lake Bed plays
in top 400m from surface

• Tai-2 Demonstrated conventional siliciclastic clay
lateral and vertical seal

• Potential for widespread helium occurrences

Image supplied by DiRT Exploration

with low cost of exploration and development

• Remote sensing technology to identify
previously undetected surface seepage:- Q4
2021

https://earthresistivity.com

Above: Sentinel II satellite data used to identify helium at
surface over the Itumbula Helium Seeps
Left: ERT Survey conducted in the UK
Below: ERT used to identify voids in karstic limestone terrain

• ERT/MT survey to identify gas filled reservoirs
near surface:- Q4/Q1 2022

• Target drilling with lightweight rig:- Q1/Q2 2022
https://colliergeophysics.com
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LOW CAPEX DEVELOPMENT
Modularised Process Plant Technology

•

•

Modular construction
housed in shipping
containers
Small footprint <1,000m2

HELIUM OUTLET

•
O2 / CO2 / H2O VENT

HELIUM COMPRESSION
COOLING

RUKWA SUPPLY
INLET
SCRUBBER
W/VANE

•
•

CATALYTIC
OXIDATION
PROCESS

OXYGEN
REMOVAL
CATALYST

AMINE
UNIT

MOLECULAR
SIEVE DEHY
+ CO2 POLISH

COLD BOX

TP02

•

PSA SYSTEM

AIR

Clean gas
nitrogen (c.90%)
helium (c.10%)
Reduced CAPEX No need to develop
expensive parallel
hydrocarbon / CO2
extraction

TP01

OPTIONAL DEPENDENT
UPON CO2 IN FEED

H2O OUT

N

PLANT
CAPEX

PLANT
OPEX

~$50m

~$15-$20/Mcf

* Production 350,000Mcf/year

NITROGEN VENT

•
TP03

99.999% pure
liquid helium
transported in
truck mounted
containers
Simple logistics
to Dar Es Salam
port

Nitrogen vented to
atmosphere
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LOGISTICS
Established Route to Market

Right: Tanzam Highway near to Rukwa

• Simple logistics utilising existing
infrastructure

• Trucking of liquid helium in ISO
containers: 350,000Mcf per year = 1
truck per day

• Upgrade existing Mobma Road from
site to Tanzam Highway: 130km

• Tanzam Highway, paved carriageway
Above: Route of the Tanzam Highway
Right: Freight shipping routes from
port of Dar es Salaam to China, Far
Eastern and European Markets

connecting Lusaka (Zambia) to port
Dar es Salaam: 850km

• Helium ISO containers loaded into
container ships for transport to China,
Far Eastern and European markets
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BOARD
Highly Experienced Team Focused on Delivering a Successful Helium Project

IAN STALKER

DAVID MINCHIN

JAMES SMITH

Non-executive Chairman

CEO

Non-Executive Director

45+ years of experience in mine
development and operations in Europe,
Africa and Australia.

15+ years of experience as geologist and
managing director with focus on bringing
projects through exploration and
development

30+ years of experience as a senior oil and
gas executive.

Previously CEO of K92 Mining, purchased
from Barrick for $2m in 2014, a $1.6 Bn
market cap Canadian company. Mr
Stalker has raised over $700m for natural
resources projects in Africa.

ROBIN BIRCHALL
Non-Executive Director

Previously Directory of Geology with
AMED Funds responsible for investing
$450m into African focused exploration

Has held senior positions at Chevron
Corporation, PanOcean Energy and as VP
Exploration at Orca Exploration where he
was instrumental in the development of
the Songo-Songo gas project in Tanzania

RUSSEL SWARTS

SARAH COPE

Financial Director

Non-Executive Director

20+ years of experience in the financing
and management of resource companies.

30+ years of experience as a chartered
accountant and finance director.

Experience in remote African operations.
Currently CEO of Giyani Metal in
Botswana.

Previously held a number of CEO and CFO
positions including as FD for listed
companies in London and South Africa

20+ years of experience in investment
banking and as Nomad / Broker advising
small and medium size companies.
Expert understanding of AIM regulations
and compliance.
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MANAGEMENT
Expanded Team with Considerable Experience in Successful Gas Exploration
Colin Ivory
COO

Chris Eyre
CFO

38 years’ experience in gas
exploration conducting drilling
programmes in diverse settings
in East and West Africa.

Financial Executive based in
Tanzania with >15 years’ experience
in senior positions across East and
Southern Africa.

Extensive experience of design
and implementation of fit-forpurpose and cost-effective
exploration operations.

Previously FD for Tata East Africa
region and Financial Controller
heading South African office for
commodity trading group Traxys.

Mike Williams
Senior Well Engineer

Owen Hughes
Senior Operations Geo

Senior Petroleum Engineer with
diverse experience working in a
variety of well engineering and well
test roles in remote locations

Geological Manager with 33 years’
of experience in design and delivery
of geological data acquisition plans
for exploration, appraisal and
development well drilling.

Previous lecturer in Drill Engineering
at University of Portsmouth

Experienced African operator

Lorna Blaisse
Principal Geologist
Skilled Petroleum Geologist with
>15 years’ experience in African
exploration and appraisal.
Expertise with interpretation of rift
basin geology including operational
experience in Lake Albert and
Termit Basin.

Mark Beeson
Consultant Geophysicist
Over 40 year’s experience as a
geophysicist with oil and gas
exploration and production
companies all over the world,
including as founder and Chief
Geophysicist for African focused
explorer Delonex Energy

Fidelis Lekule
Country Manager
Tanzanian national with 15 years’
experience in leading advisory and
government liaison positions for
the oil and gas sector

Deep understanding of the minerals
and energy sector policy, socialcultural and economic situation
within Tanzanian framework

Anna Rabin
Sustainability Manager
Previously Stakeholder and
Sustainability Manager for Strandline
Resources. >10 years’ experience in
advising mining and oil and gas
sector in community engagement
and environmental compliance
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A Transformational Opportunity…

Part of the Green
Transition

Feeding the
Digital Revolution

Strategic
Resource

De-Risked Basin

Low Capex
Development

High Margin
Operation

… Advancing Towards Discovery
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THE PRIMARY HELIUM COMPANY
info@helium-one.com
+44 (0) 20 3978 5320
www.helium-one.com

Appendix 1 - TANZANIA
Established Natural Resources Territory

• 4th largest gold producer in Africa
• Several multinational resource companies operating in country
• Pro-business agenda under President Hassan, citing helium as a
key commodity

• Helium classed as an Industrial Mineral under Mining Act
• 3% Royalty
• 16% Government Free Carry
• Helium One five years operating history in country
• Exploration licences renewed Sept 2020
• Helium One employs local workers and consults with
communities to operate our business in a way that delivers
lasting benefit to the environment where we work
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